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ABSTRACT: Starting from simple notions of paper folding, a review of current challenges regarding folds and structures is presented. A special focus is dedicated to folded tessellations which are raising interest from the scientific community. Finally, the different mechanical modeling of folded structures are investigated. This reveals efficient applications of folding concepts in the design of structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of fold covers many significations. In nature, it is mostly related to specific shapes such as creases or pleats and may be found at many different scales from the folding of graphen layers [1, 2], to the unfolding of tree leaves [3] and the mountains building (orogeny). Pleated fabrics found on Egyptian frescoes prove that, long ago, mankind also handcrafted folds. However, the abstract idea of a folded surface emerged rather recently.

The triggering ingredient was the invention of paper in Asia. Notwithstanding its crucial role in the diffusion of knowledge, it allowed the achievement of the first folded models. Folding paper had a sacred meaning in ancient Japan and was called origami, concatenating “oru” (fold) and “kami” (paper) [4]. Because paper was extremely expensive at that time, origami models were first confined to religious or outstanding events such as weddings. It is only during the twentieth century that origami spread across the whole Japanese society and eventually worldwide.

Many flat materials may be folded such as fabrics or parchment. However, paper is certainly the first material which was thin enough and yet inextensible in its plane so that it was suitable for origami. Considering the geometrical transformation endured by the sheet of paper, it appears clearly that any line drawn on the sheet will keep its length constant during the transformation. This remarkable property combined with the empirical observation that many different shapes may be obtained from paper folding, suggests immediately that there are underlying rules and encourages the mathematical formalization of this process. The connection between origami and mathematics is deep and a dedicated new theoretical field of research emerged in the last decades: origami mathematics. For instance, noticing that crease lines are geometric constructions Jacques Justin defined a set of axioms which defines all geometric constructions accessible by folding. It turns out that there are more possibilities than with the classical Euclid axioms: trisecting an angle is not possible with rule and compass but it is possible with folding. There are many other questions investigated in origami mathematics such as flat foldability and continuous rigid foldability and most active researchers gather every four years at the international meeting of Origami Science, Math and Education (OSME [5]).

Anyone that has folded paper noticed the extremely rich motion which may come out from a simple organization of folds [6]. It is thus not surprising that a wide variety of technological applications are currently investigated. These many innovations combining mathematical, kinematic or structural
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properties of folds are referred to *Origamics* [7]. There are many advantages to start from a flat sheet of material. For instance, since there are neither cuts and nor offcuts, this forming process might be rather inexpensive. Similarly, the kinematic properties of folds make them extremely good candidates for designing small robots [8] or MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical System). Many of these applications are not published in scientific journals and are often simply scattered on the Internet through blogs or shared videos. Because, origami concepts are extremely visual, this new way of sharing knowledge generated a strong enthusiasm in the last decade.

Many professions are now investigating the fascinating properties of folds. However, architects and designers were probably the firsts to identify the key role of folding as a form-finding process. At the end of the 19th century, the emergence of new construction materials and techniques such as concrete and steel put deeply into question the academic architectural style prevailing at that time. It became obvious that building and designing objects should be also driven by the fabrication process and not only by formal questions. Following this movement – from which originated Modernism – Joseph Albers introduced folds in his preliminary course of the department of design at the Bauhaus in the 20’s (Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Because folding is certainly the most simple and inexpensive process for transforming matter, it is an excellent starting point for teaching architecture and design. This process enables fast and easy achievement of three dimensional shapes which clearly show better structural properties than the original sheet and defines directly an envelope, separating the “inside” from the “outside”. Gathering so many interesting properties from such a simple transformation inspired many architects, designers and engineers such as Jean Prouvé or Pier Luigi Nervi. It is an almost impossible task to give a fair account of all the applications of origami in design and architecture. The kinematic properties of folds make them extremely versatile for designing packages and furniture with industrial materials such as cardboard or polypropylene. The moment of inertia given to a surface with pleats originally inspired many architects for designing wide roofings and recent developments were reviewed [9, 10, 11].

Today, the combination of parametric graphical tools, new fabrication process based on numerical control and 3D printers makes architects and designer even closer to actual constructions. First, it is much faster to test the feasibility of a design thanks to rapid prototyping. The design cycle is thus strongly accelerated. Second, provided the digital format is compatible with the full scale fabrication process, architects and designer are actually directly editing working-drawings from the beginning. This strongly encourages them to have direct interactions with manufacturers. Hence it is worth to consider these evolutions as a new construction paradigm providing a new geometrical freedom which remains yet close to the manufacturing process.

In this extremely encouraging context for innovations in construction, it is worth to attempt a review focused on two key aspects: the form-finding process related to folding and the behavior as a structure of a folded shape. Starting from developable surfaces, section 2 provides an overview of interesting shapes which may be derived from folding techniques. A particular focus is provided on folded tessellations. Because a fold is the transformation of a surface, it is actually a mechanism. Hence the question of the link between folded surfaces and actual structures is not so simple and investigated in
section 3. Even if new graphical tools offer much more freedom for finding shapes, it is worth to recall that in the end a construction will carry a load. Hence, finding a relevant mechanical modeling for a folded surface will help the understanding of its structural behavior.

2. FOLDING AS A FORM-FINDING PROCESS

Since no cuts are allowed, folding paper preserves the length of any curve drawn on its surface. This is actually a very particular transformation of a surface with a certain degree of regularity. Ignoring the thickness of the paper, mathematicians call this purely geometric transformation an isometric embedding.

Gauss was one of the first mathematicians to try the mathematical characterization of this kind of transformations by means of differential geometry. These investigations led him to Theorema Egregium which is probably one of his most famous results: During an isometric embeddings, the Gauss curvature is preserved. In any point of a surface with a twice differentiable ($C^2$) parametrization there are two principal curvature radii and the Gauss curvature is the inverse of the product of these radii.

Since origamists start from a flat sheet of paper, the original Gauss curvature is zero. Whereas Theorema Egregium sets a purely local constraint on the Gauss curvature, in case the latter is zero everywhere on the surface this constraint may be integrated. Finally, the only $C^2$ surfaces which may be obtained keeping constant lengths on the surface are developable surfaces. Regular developable surfaces are limited to three kinds: cones, cylinders and tangent developable surfaces (Figure 3). Of course, keeping this high regularity restricts strongly accessible shapes and it is a common observation that one cannot wrap smoothly a sphere with a sheet of paper.

A first relaxation of regularity is to allow finite jumps of the curvature and keep a $C^1$ parametrization (Figure 4). In architecture, approaching a general surface with $C^1$ developable surfaces reduces significantly the cost of engineering and fabrication and was investigated by Pottmann et al. [13]. Another fascinating illustration of such surfaces is the solution of Nash problem [14]: transforming a flat square into a torus with the highest possible regularity without stretching or cutting (Figure 5). Interestingly, in order to satisfy the isometric transformation, the solution presents a fractal hierarchy of corrugations which is

Figure 3. The three kinds of developable surfaces: cone, cylinder, tangent developable; inspired by [12].

Figure 4. Matching two developable surfaces preserving $C^1$ continuity.

Figure 5. Isometric embedding of a square into a torus [14].
the prelude to pleats, commonly used in origami models.

If only $C^0$ continuity of the surface is required, linear singularities (folds) and point singularities (vertices) are allowed. Crumpled paper as well as origami fall into this definition. One may ask which shapes are accessible with these rules. There is no need of a proof to see that the answer is any and origamists achievements are clear illustrations. With folds, there are many possible answers to Nash problem (see for instance Figure 6) and pure free forms were achieved through crumpling (see the work of Jackson [16] for instance). The price for this diversity is the more complex description of this transformation.

2.1. Folds and their simulation

In order to explore accessible forms for a given arrangement of folds it is necessary to be able to simulate the folding kinematics. Most developments are focused currently on rigid folding and are first addressed. However, there are more general folds – gathered here as curved folds – which are more challenging and discussed subsequently.

2.1.1. Rigid folding

Rigid folding is when all the deformation is focused in the hinges and the faces between the folds remain flat. Having a continuously rigid foldable surface is convenient because each facet is considered as a rigid solid connected to other facets only by hinges. This way, the number of kinematic degrees of freedom remains finite. The relevant modeling framework is of course rigid body dynamics. However, due to the possibly large number of solids, the computational burden might be too large and some simplifications coming from folding rules might be exploited.

Simple folds and vertices. When folding a sheet of paper along a straight line, one side of the sheet is freely rotating with respect to the other side along the fold line. From a flat configuration, there are two possible directions of rotation and it is common to specify these directions as mountain or valley folds (Figure 7). During the transformation, each side remains flat.

Origami models are a collection of folds which intersect at vertices. Depending on the number of fold lines which are incident on the vertex (Figure 8) a motion may or may not be possible without bending the faces around the vertices. If there are less than four incident fold lines, it is not possible to fold around the vertex without bending one or more faces [17]. With four incident lines and if all faces angles are smaller than $\pi$ there is one rigid degree of freedom [18, 19]. Adding fold lines will possibly increase the number of degrees of freedom.

These illustrating local rules are some of the necessary conditions for rigid foldability.
Rigid-foldable surface. It is common practice to unfold completely a model and to look at the fold lines assembly which is called Crease Pattern (Figure 9). Considering now this assembly of straight folds and vertices, determining if it is continuously rigid-foldable remains a non-trivial task. This is mostly because one must ensure that the motion of each vertex is compatible to its neighbors [22, 23, 24]. Hence, many origami models are not rigid-foldable simply because some folding steps involve the bending of one or more facets. However, it is often possible to make these models rigid-foldable by introducing additional creases: Figure 10, [25, 26, 27]. Eventually, a rather broad range of origami models are covered by rigid folding simulations.

Rigid folding simulation. There are several approaches for implementing rigid folding simulations depending on the complexity of the folding pattern under consideration and also the fulfillment of rigid folding rules.

Some folded models may be achieved by a sequence of elementary folds. In this case, it is rather simple to model the sequence as it is done in the early work of Miyazaki [28]. As noticed by Balkcom and Mason [29], this approach is suitable for simple robotics and suggests a clear distinction between simple and complex folds. However, most folded models are complex: all hinges are moving at the same time and require more advanced simulations.

A first approach, suggested by Daniel Piker consists in relaxing the rigid folding constraints and minimizing a functional which mimics real physics in order to find a folded configuration. This methods called dynamic relaxation [30] is a rather flexible approach for simulating rigid origami and many other form-finding problems [31, 32] which is implemented as a plug-in of the scripting interface of Rhinoceros 3D® (Kangaroo Physics [33]). A possible difficulty with such an approach is that the converged solution found by the minimization process might not satisfy exactly the rigid folding constraints.

The second approach is based on the strict satisfaction of rigid folding constraints and the parametrization of the transformation with the folding angles. This is the framework presented by Belcastro and Hull [22] and followed by Mitani [34], Tachi [25, 35] and also Xi and Lien [36].

Because rigid folding is an extremely non-linear process combining multiple degrees of freedom, there are still interesting challenges to tackle. Having multiple degrees of freedom means that bifurcation leading to several compatible paths may be found during the folding process (a clear illustration is given in [37]) and managing self-contact introduces a sharp non-linearity.
2.1.2. Curved folding

A more general class of folds are curved folds. In this case the fold line is not straight. This rather simple generalization of folds actually generates a much more complex understanding of folding. An interesting review on research related to curved folds was performed by Demaine and Demaine [38].

Curved fold from mirroring operations. There is a first kind of curved fold which is simpler than general curved folds: curved folds generated by reflexions. Considering a developable surface, it is possible take its reflexion through a mirror (Figure 11). The image and the original surface may be matched along the line intersecting the mirror’s plane and the surface. This line corresponds to the fold line and is therefore inscribed in a plane. For instance, an application of these concepts was presented by Mitani [39] in order to generate cylindrical shapes.

Clearly, the surface is no more rigid-foldable. In addition, during the folding, both the fold line and each sides of the fold change their curvature. Actually, providing an efficient geometric description of these geometries is more difficult.

General curved fold. David Huffman is one of the first to explore deeper the potentialities of general curved folds. He created a series of inspiring models (Figure 12) revived by Demaine et al. [40]. A complete differential description of a general curved fold was derived by Duncan and Duncan [42]. It provides local relations to be satisfied between the curvatures of each sides of the fold and the curvature of the fold line itself. Numerical simulations of curved folds were early performed by Kergosien et al. [43]. Currently, new simulation tools are implemented directly into graphic programs which allows promising explorations of curved folds [44, 45]. However, curved folding large pieces is still a difficulty. The company Robofold® founded by Gregory Epps is specialized in curved folding with robots and offers new perspectives in this direction. Figure 13 presents a car model designed by Kyungeun Ko for the company Bentley™. The prototype was fabricated by Robofold®.

Conical fold (d-cone). The last singularities which may be source of investigation are developable cones (Figure 14). These singularities are always present in draperies [46, 47, 48, 49] and crumpled paper [50]. They appears also when stamping sheets of metal and Frey [51] showed that, driving their formation improves this forming process. Finally, this kind of folds have been mostly explored by designers such as Paul Jackson (Figure 15), however there are still few large scale applications.

2.2. Form-finding with folds

In order to target a given shape with folding and design new models, origamists use their deep experience of paper folding. Once the design is fixed they record the folding steps in diagrams. Nature is also a direct source of inspiration for models which presents some peculiar symmetry [52, 53] or correspond to a specific buckling pattern [54].

Only recently, some rational approaches for designing origami models where reviewed and also

Figure 11. Curved folds from mirror operations; inspired by [12].

Figure 12. A curved fold with cusps designed by D. Huffman reproduced in [40].

Figure 13. A developable car model designed by Kyungeun Ko for Bentley™ and prototyped by Robofold® [41].
These approaches are considerable progress in terms of form-finding for the origami community. However they are not really suitable for applications in structures since they generally lead to complex crease patterns.

3D Folded tessellations. Folded tessellations (periodically folded patterns) might be considered as an interesting alternative to these approaches for designing folded structures since they are made of repeated elements (Figure 17).

Possibly, the first occurrence of folded tessellations is in fabric pleating. For instance a large collection of striking pleating dies are still in use at the small pleating company Les Ateliers Lognon. A very early field of application of these tessellations is packaging [56, 57, 58] and one of the first structural applications is in folded cores for sandwich panels [59, 60, 61, 62].

Figure 17. Large negative curvature accessible to Miura ori.

These approaches are considerable progress in terms of form-finding for the origami community. However they are not really suitable for applications in structures since they generally lead to complex crease patterns.

3D Folded tessellations. Folded tessellations (periodically folded patterns) might be considered as an interesting alternative to these approaches for designing folded structures since they are made of repeated elements (Figure 17).

Possibly, the first occurrence of folded tessellations is in fabric pleating. For instance a large collection of striking pleating dies are still in use at the small pleating company Les Ateliers Lognon. A very early field of application of these tessellations is packaging [56, 57, 58] and one of the first structural applications is in folded cores for sandwich panels [59, 60, 61, 62].
Later, it rapidly became a specific area of origami, originated by Shuzo Fujimoto with flat foldable tessellations. David Huffman investigated many 3D tesselation as noticed by Davis et al. [63] and a recent monograph [64] provides a nice introduction to related folding techniques.

The main reason for a recent gain of interest are the accessible shapes of the originally “flat” tesselation. Large positive or negative curvatures of the average surface may be observed (Figure 17 and 18). Since, the original surface is only developable it seems remarkable that after micro-structuring it with a periodic pattern, new geometries become possible [65]. This is why these surfaces may be seen as “meta-surfaces” in reference to meta-materials which exhibits non-conventional global properties thanks to a finely tuned micro-structure [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71].

The most investigated pattern is Miura ori\(^1\) (Figure 17). The homogenized behavior of the pattern alone was investigated [66, 67, 69] but also when used as the core of a sandwich panel [62, 73, 74, 75]. Many generalizations of the pattern were suggested and are also under investigation currently. For instance, Kling [76, 77] suggested a systematic approach to generate a family of foldable tessellations. Several works investigate how to perturb the pattern in order to get free forms [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 37, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. An illustration is the design of a lampshade where Miura’s pattern follows gradually a logarithmic spiral (Figure 19). Numerous applications are considered at different scales such as a compliant battery [89], heat exchanger [90], morphing structures [91, 92, 93] and even active origami surfaces [94, 95, 96].

Ron Resch also made a landmark contribution investigating many new patterns [97, 72, 98]. Remarkably his most famous pattern (Figure 18) offers very large deformations with both positive and negative double curvature. Resch’s original intention was to use this pattern as a structural system [97]. Some of its mechanical properties were investigated in [69] and variations of the pattern was suggested by Tachi [83, 99]. Many generalizations of these patterns may be found on the Internet.

Another case is the egg-box pattern. This tessellation is not developable, however it is strongly related to Miura ori and several works consider it as a meta-surface. As an averaged surface, this pattern is able to generate both negative and positive double curvature [100, 101, 92]. The extension of this pattern in 3D was also homogenized [101, 102] and geometrical generalizations are under investigations [103, 104].

\(^1\)named after Koryo Miura who investigated this pattern [62]
Eventually there is a very large number of patterns which have been suggested and have not yet been deeply investigated for structural applications. This offers interesting perspectives.

**3. FOLDS AS A STRUCTURE?**

Whereas there is an extremely broad diversity of folded shapes, real life applications are not so common. The main reason is that only pure geometry was devised till now. Depending on the targeted application, technological questions needs to be answered. Here are some examples.

In case a folding motion is sought, such as for a deployable structure, the thickness of the faces must be taken into account: when the fold is almost closed, there is contact between the faces before complete closure of the fold. This is a technological issue which is discussed for instance in [82, 105].

At small or medium scale, a manufacturing process based on folding techniques may be required to produce the folded shape. Because folds may involve fairly complex kinematics this may not be a simple task. There are several degrees of complexity when folding, starting from the simple fold – the kinematics of which is straightforward – to complex folds – where all folds may have motion at the same time [29, 106]. The case of folded cores is illustrating: the development of continuous manufacturing processes started in the sixties and is still an innovative field today [101]. Dealing with curved fold is even more challenging since all the surface is curved during the folding process. This requires to estimate spring-back of the folded shape with physical models.

Finally, because any application of a folded shape will endure some mechanical loadings, the question of the relation between folds and structures needs to be addressed.

The inevitable closure of a folded surface. Because folding is continuously transforming a flat surface in the 3D space, a folded shape is not a structure. It is a mechanism. This contradicts the common sense that folded or pleated structures are structurally efficient. Actually, the key for turning a folded surface into a structure consists in closing this mechanism. This closure is very often implicit in practical applications. Shedding the light on this central step helps understanding the mechanical behavior of folded surfaces. In order to do so, several mechanical modeling of folded surfaces are investigated. For each modeling, a relevant scale of application is illustrated and the corresponding closure pointed out.

Of course, the most simple way to turn a folded shape into a structure is making it not developable [107, 108, 109]. This is well illustrated by Gioia et al. [37] were the Miura ori is generalized to geometries which are partially foldable so that in each configuration the pattern presents some structural capacity. Another illustration is given by Li and Knippers [110] , where vertices of the faceted dome are only reached by three fold lines. This prevents any relative rigid motion between the panels of the dome. However, preserving developability of the surface is an interesting feature and turning a folded shape into a structure is worth investigation.

3.1. Folded surface as an assembly of rigid facets

The most direct mechanical model is derived starting from the concept of rigid folding. This means having rigid facets with straight fold lines and perfect hinges. In that specific case, the closure of the folded surface consists simply in locking the kinematic degrees of freedom which were involved during the folding process. Since only relative rotation is allowed along fold lines, the corresponding internal forces which are transmitted along folds are resultants along the whole fold line. The only resultant which is not transmitted through the fold is the axial torque since it is the internal force working with the hinge rotation.

Since the rigid Miura ori is a 1 DOF mechanism, following this modelization, it is enough to lock the latter to get a structure (in addition to the usual 6 rigid DOF). For instance, this is done by locking one hinge or fixing two distant points. This specificity is one key of the success of this pattern. A map folded with this pattern opens easily with a single gesture [111].

For a structural engineer there are several difficulties with this approach. First, this modeling of internal forces implies a high degree of hyperstaticity when considering the assembly of rigid facets. Consequently, it is extremely difficult to figure out how internal forces are flowing inside the structure. In addition, internal forces are only resultant along the whole fold line. It gives thus a very poor description of the actual stress along the folding line. These difficulties inevitably confine deployable structures to gentle loadings and very often, the scaling of a fascinating paper model at the size of a whole building is simply impossible.

It is thus not surprising that the most relevant applications of deployable structures are space arrays and antennas [112, 113, 114] thanks to the absence of gravity (Figure 20).
There are still some attempts to take advantage of deployability in civil engineering. For instance, an interesting concept is Oricrete [115]. Concrete is cast on flat beds with a reinforcing fabric (Figure 21). Preforms following a crease pattern such as Yoshimura ori ensures that the device remains foldable once the concrete is hardened. The shape is deployed on site to its final 3D configuration and additional concrete is grouted in the hinges in order to lock the structure. The main technological challenge seems to perfectly control the motion on site, using adequate crane or levering tool.

3.2. Folded surface as a shell

A way of having a more detailed mechanical model of a folded shape is to assume it is an assembly of shells connected through elastic hinges. This kind of modeling is extremely common and allows finite element computations in mechanical engineering. The internal stresses are the classical shell stresses: the membrane stress $N$, the bending moment $M$ and the shear force $Q$ (Figure 22). Notwithstanding the usual difficulties related to shell models, these internal stresses give a good description of the actual solicitations in the faces. The most simple modelization of the folds is to assume perfect hinges with a torsional spring related to the fold angle. With this description, almost all shell stresses may be equilibrated from one side of the fold to the other side (except the torsion normal to the fold line, Figure 23). Finally, with this modelization, the folded shape is an elastic solid and its closure consists simply in locking the 6 rigid DOF.

Whether this model or the previous one is relevant depends on the stiffness of the hinges compared to the slenderness of the faces [116]. With compliant hinges and thick faces, the rigid folding approach is more relevant and most of the deformation occurs in the folds. When the faces are thin with not so compliant hinges, the elasticity in the faces may no more be neglected. This is typically the case of folded paper.

Remarkably, in order to design a structure which can sustain larger loads it seems natural to have thicker faces. However, following the preceding observation, this choice concentrates the deformations in the folds. An interesting illustration of this trade off is given by Ibois [117] where a generalization of Miura ori was directly built with rather thick wood plates. The failure
mechanism is completely focused in the hinges (Figure 24) and shows that the wood itself is loaded below its actual strength. Improving connection strength appears as a first answer and is an active field of research [118, 119, 120, 110]. However, the observation that thickening the folded shape focuses the deformations in the folds points out a stringent limitation to structures derived from folds: either, the structure is thin, light and cannot sustain large loads, or it fails in the folds. This contradiction comes simply from the kinematic nature of folded shapes.

Whereas modeling a folded shape as a shell is relevant for the engineer since it provides the most detailed description of the solicitations in a folded structure, it seems that further investigations are required to capture the source of structural efficiency of pleated structures.

3.3. Folded surface as a membrane

Instead of thickening the faces, it is actually more interesting to investigate what happens when they become thinner. Taking the limit of a shell model for thin faces leads to a membrane model [121]. In that case, the only remaining internal force is the membrane stress (Figure 25). This reduction of internal forces has a drastic effect on the modeling of fold lines (Figure 26). Because there is no more bending moment, the fold line must be a hinge perfectly free to rotate. In addition, in absence of shear forces, the membrane stress normal to the fold line $N_{nn}$ cannot be equilibrated and thus must vanishes along this line$^2$. The only membrane stress which is flowing through the fold line is the in-plane shear $N_{in}$.

A direct conclusion of these observations might be that a fold actually weakens the surface since it reduces admissible stress flowing across the fold. This

$^2$The same difficulty arises with free edges of thin shells: a ridge is often required in order to stiffen the edge and deviate the normal thrust.
the line in order to satisfy equilibrium (red system $N_{nn}$, $N_{nn'}$ and $F_{ext}$, Figure 27). Finally, the traction along the fold line is preserved and even improved in terms of buckling strength (blue system $N_t$ and $N_{tt}$, Figure 27). Hence it is more accurate to say that the action of folding is creating anisotropy in the surface in terms of mechanical behavior [12]. Folding may be seen as choosing the strong direction for carrying loads and the weak direction for possible motion. Finally, a clever organization of folds leads to an efficient structural design.

Because the membrane model is the limit case when the surface is thin, it is also the one which is the most structurally efficient providing buckling is mitigated. This desirable structural behavior is recovered for the red system of forces (Figure 27) if a force is transferred along the fold line to another structural element. It is an interesting exercise to take a folded paper model which geometry has some architectural interest and to glue the right pieces of paper on the existing fold lines in order to get a rigid structure. This way of closing a folded shape is actually a key factor for the efficiency of folded cores.

**Folded cores.** Folded cores are folded tessellations, such as Miura ori, which are glued between two skins. The assembly is a rigid sandwich panel which is an efficient structural element in bending (Figure 28). It is the gluing of the skins which closes the structure and enables the transfer of membrane stress from the core to the skins. The resulting structural behavior in the case of Figure 28 is extremely similar to a Warren truss.

The faces of the folded pattern are mostly loaded with membrane stress when the sandwich panel is subjected to shear forces. Hence, modeling the faces as membranes enabled quite accurate estimations of the stress inside the panel and showed that in terms of transverse shear stiffness these panels are more efficient than honeycomb [62, 74].

Whereas folded cores are known since several decades, there was a recent regain of interest thanks to improved fabrication process and the possibility to ventilate the core. A large amount of experimental work was done in order to investigate the mechanical behavior of these cores [122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133], as well as simulations [125, 134, 74, 75, 135, 136, 137, 138]. The key issue remains the strength capacity of these cores. Since the failure occurs mostly because of faces buckling, it is extremely sensitive to geometric imperfections coming from the manufacturing process [139, 134].

The present review is focused on folded cores. However, there are many other manufacturing technologies for cellular cores. Among them some are based on both folding and cutting techniques (kirigami) [140, 141, 142, 143].

### 3.4. Folded surface as a truss

In case there is no wish to close the folded shape by adding structural elements, considering folds with a membrane model allows also another structural analogy. Since folding is making the surface stronger in compression along the fold direction (blue force system in Figure 27), any fold line may be considered as one bar of a truss [12]. Indeed, replacing the edges by three bars in a triangular facet leads to a rigid frame.

Facets with more edges may also be considered as in-plane rigid frames by adding the relevant triangulations exactly as done for sub-creases (Figure 10). Remarkably, this structural analogy is very different from the rigid-faces which was first investigated, however it provides a much clearer understanding of how folded shapes behave as structures. In addition, provided that all faces are correctly triangulated, the analogue truss follows exactly the same kinematics as the rigid-folding model. An illuminating example is suggested by De Temmerman et al. [144] where a foldable mobile shelter is designed, transforming literally the flat foldable paper model into a deployable truss (Figure 29). This analogy explains also why the Yoshimura pattern used by Chudoba et al. [115] is structurally efficient even if the surface is deployable (Figure 21).

### 3.5. Pleats

Considering a folded surface as a truss explains the central role played by pleats in structural design. In addition to larger capacity in the fold direction, pleating increases the structural thickness of the cores.

---

3Honeycomb cells are closed once assembled in a sandwich panel. Successive take-off and landings of airplanes accumulate moist in the cells and cause unexpected and premature delamination of the panel.
necessarily limited to gentle loads, pleating considerably strengthen the folded surface in a chosen direction as explained in Section 3.3. There are many practical illustrations of the use of pleats in construction and there are some accessible reviews of patterns [11]. It is worth to mention the temporary Chapel of St Loup from Localarchitecture and Shel ([147], Figure 31) which clearly illustrates the structural efficiency of pleats but also that the structure as well as the envelope are achieved with a single material (here wood plates).

As detailed in Section 3.3, folding ensures strength in the fold line direction and transmits well in-plane shear. There are very common structural elements that work this way: thin walled beams. Longitudinal stress is mostly related to bending and normal loadings and in-plane shear is related to shear forces and torsion loadings. It is thus not surprising that beams and even bridges were designed by folding.

For instance, new wooden products enables the fabrications of single curved panels (Laminated Veener Lumber or Cross laminated panels) and creates new opportunities to investigate curved folds. Hence, the group Ibois suggested several interesting designs such as [148] for large span roofings.

A similar curved fold (Figure 32) was chosen by a team of students during a workshop at Ecole

Figure 29. The truss analogue of a foldable paper model presented in De Temmerman et al. [144].

Figure 30. Heino Engel: Structure Systems [146].

Figure 31. Chapel of Saint-Loup [147].
Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées (Paris, France). During five days, they design, build and test a 6 m span bridge made of single face corrugated cardboard and paper honeycomb sandwich panels that must carry one pedestrian. Here, students managed to keep the foldability of the bridge which weighted approximately 54 kg and carried a 80 kg person walking. The closure of the fold is ensured by straps assembled by a cardboard rod under the bridge as illustrated in Figure 32.

Another challenging deployable bridge is suggested by Nagy et al. [149]. Again a clever use of the fold enables the preservation of the foldability in the transverse direction while still providing bending, shear and torsion strength.

4. CONCLUSION

While it is commonly accepted that there is a close link between folds and structure, a closer look at this question revealed that this link is mostly true but requires care. Considering folded shapes as the result of a form finding process showed that actually any surface may be reached. Hence for practical applications such as structures, simpler folds and possibly folded tessellations may be considered as good candidates.

Notwithstanding the fabrication difficulty, folded shapes are originally mechanisms and their structural behavior requires appropriate mechanical models for an efficient design. It appeared that the most efficient solicitation for a folded shape is in the plane of the facets (membrane model). However, this mechanical behavior is obtained only in specific directions of the fold. If this is not the case, it seems more relevant to consider the folded shape as a truss in a preliminary design stage.

There are still rather few full-scale application of folding concepts which are real structures. However, the recent combination of new graphical tools and new digitized fabrication process opens a wide perspective for promising applications.
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